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We have continued enjoying the many visitors and groups here at Musana.  We are realizing that 
this is how life will be here from now on.  We get to enjoy the blessing of community once again!  
We have even enjoyed walking over to our old house for an evening “out” with the Bouffards!  
 
Guest Groups 
The last time that we wrote, we were in the midst of a retreat for Samuel Family from Kasana 
Children’s Center.  Right on the heels of them leaving, we had 2 weeks of camp for about 45 
former street kids with an organization called “1MoreChild”.  It was neat to see them running 
around camp during the day, having personal devotion time in the morning, singing worship  
songs around a campfire at night, and spending time with their leaders.  The boys all LOVED  
their time at the camp (which included bathing down at the stream because of our water 
shortage!), and have been talking to their leaders about coming back in December.  We pray 
that the Lord will use their time here to be working in their hearts. 
 
At the beginning of October, we hosted a “Biblical Manhood/Womanhood” retreat for New Hope’s 
Institute of Childcare and Family.  The students were refreshed as they were able to get away 
from their responsibilities at home and really focus on what God is calling them to as a man or 
woman after His heart.  Syd and Dave took the group on walks, kept water supplied and even did 
some initiative games with them and Andrea and I took care of the 9 little children that had come. 
 
Forming a Team  
As we mentioned in the last letter, we now have more staff at Musana – Medie Kanyike and Dave 
and Andrea Bouffard.  Mid-September, Nathan and Kendra Jackson (also going to be on staff 
here) came out for an extended weekend.  It was great to get to know each other more and talk 
more about how we will work together as a team.  The last 2+ months have brought the good 
change of learning to work with other people again!  No more being hermits out here!  
 
In the “downtime”  
In between groups and visitors, we have been doing a lot of painting, miscellaneous projects to 
finish the house, and helping with construction on the Bouffard’s house.  We just enjoyed having  
2 guys from a work team from Alaska out here.  They were a huge help in getting more of our 
house painted.  For over a month now, we have had a high school age student from Kasana  
living with us.  Serwada David is helping at Musana Camps as his last placement for his 
Investment Year (New Hope’s discipleship program to help students find a direction to take  
before continuing on in higher education).  He has been working hard in the Musana gardens  
and has been getting some experience at what it is like to start something new.   
 
Our internet was down for almost a month straight, so we apologize for lack of communication 
during that time!  We hope that this finds you doing well, 
 

 Family 
 We experienced a first this 

past month—Andrea’s 
Grandpa went home to be 
with the Lord; our first time 
to lose a family member 
while being here.  It is 
definitely hard to be away 
from family during these 
times.  However, we had the 
privilege of having Syd’s 
sister, Krissy, with us during 
that time.  It was great to 
share life together for almost 
a whole month and we were 
glad for Krissy to be able to 
meet Malachi.  Krissy was a 
big help as we worked on 
house projects and hosted 
groups.   We snuck in a trip 
to Jinja to go rafting and 
took Krissy to Kasana to 
visit our family there. 

 

 

& Malachi 


